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Integration of light-weight semantics into a syntax query
formalism
Abstract
In the Computational Linguistics community, much work is put into the creation of large, high-quality
linguistic resources, often with complex annotation. In order to make these resources accessible to
non-technical audiences, formalisms for searching and filtering are needed, like the TIGER corpus
query language. Recently, augmented treebanks have been published, including the SALSA corpus
which features frame semantic annotation on top of syntactic structure.  We design an extension for the
TIGER language which allows searching for frame structures along with syntactic annotation. To
achieve this, the TIGER ob ject model is expanded to include frame semantics, while remaining fully
backwards-compatible and add these extensions to our own implementation of TIGER. 
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Abstract In the Computational Linguistics community, much work is
put into the creation of large, high-quality linguistic resources, often with
complex annotation. In order to make these resources accessible to non-
technical audiences, formalisms for searching and filtering are needed,
like the TIGER corpus query language. Recently, augmented treebanks
have been published, including the SALSA corpus which features frame
semantic annotation on top of syntactic structure.
We design an extension for the TIGER language which allows searching
for frame structures along with syntactic annotation. To achieve this,
the TIGER object model is expanded to include frame semantics, while
remaining fully backwards-compatible and add these extensions to our
own implementation of TIGER.
1 Frame Semantics
Frame semantics [1,2] is a formalism that aims to model predicates and their ar-
guments as conceptual structures, called frames. Frames represent prototypical
situations and provide an abstraction layer on the concrete syntactic realization
of the predicate and its arguments as well as disambiguation of potentially pol-
ysemous words. Rather than describing the grammatical function of a phrase,
frames relate phrases to predicates based on their semantic function, the role.
The predicates which can evoke a frame are called lexical units and may be verbs,
nouns, adjectives or adverbs. The actual instance of a lexical unit in the text is
referred to as the target of a frame. Examples 1 to 3 show three instances of the
frame sending, all evoked by different realizations of the lexical unit send.v.
(1) [Alice]sender sent sending [Bob]recipient [a message]theme.
(2) [Alice]sender sends sending [a message]theme [to Bob]recipient.
(3) [To Bob]recipient, [the message]theme had been sent sending [by Alice]sender.
While the syntactic structure varies from example to example, all sentences
describe the prototypical situation of sending a theme (the message) from a
sender (Alice) to a recipient (Bob). In all cases, the frame sending is evoked
by the lexical unit send, independent of its tense and diathesis.
The shallow analysis provided by frame semantics helps to generalize across
syntactic alternations that fully or nearly preserve the meaning and provide a
more abstract level than a syntactic analysis can. At the same time, it is more
robust than a complete semantic analysis, because it is primarily concerned with
representing valence and polysemy of predicates.
1.1 Berkeley FrameNet
In order to allow for better generalization, relations between frames and roles
are defined, which creates a frame net. An example relation is inheritance, which
defines a conceptual hierarchy of frames and their roles. This relation encodes
role equivalences explicitly, without the need to rely on a limited set of universal
roles.
The Berkeley FrameNet project [3] at the International Computer Science
Institute at UC Berkeley has created a frame net for English. In the latest
release 1.3, it contains 795 frame descriptions, which define the meaning of each
frame, its roles and lexical units along with annotated example sentences.
1.2 TIGER & SALSA
Based on the Berkeley FrameNet, the SALSA project at Saarland University
started annotating the TIGER corpus [4], a treebank with ˜50.000 phrase struc-
ture trees of German newspaper text, using frame semantics. A first version of
this augmented corpus was eventually released as the SALSA corpus in 2007
[5,6]. Roles and targets are not annotated on the surface text but on the syntac-
tic structure. This results in several interacting structural layers, also known as
multi-level annotation.
2 Motivation
Corpora such as TIGER or SALSA are important resources for Natural Lan-
guage Processing, both as training material for machine-learning systems and
for linguistic research. However, linguistic interest is often limited to a single,
specific phenomenon at a time, resulting in an exploratory rather than exhaus-
tive usage pattern of the corpus.
The TIGER corpus query language [7] is a part of the TIGER project and
has been developed to support exactly this kind of linguistically motivated text
exploration. With the availability of a large corpus with frame semantic and
syntactic annotation, it is natural to formulate queries like the one in example 4,
matching the sample sentence in example 5.
(4) Find all sentences where the role topic in the frame statement is
realized by a PP with the preposition “u¨ber”.
(5) [Hotels und Gaststa¨tten]speaker klagen statement [u¨ber knauserige
Ga¨ste]topic.
The part of the query which describes the syntactic realization of the role
can be expressed in a simple way using the TIGER query language, shown in
example 6.
(6) [cat="PP"] >AC [word="u¨ber"]
The search for a frame and its role instances and, even more important,
the connection between a role and its syntactic material is inexpressible with
TIGER. For the SALSA corpus, the XML storage format for TIGER corpora
was extended [8] and the new elements and relations are not represented in the
query language any more, which reduces the usefulness of the SALSA corpus to
linguists.
2.1 Related Work
The NITE object model [9] defines an annotation model for multi-modal corpora
that allows for any number of input and annotation layers, which again can be
the basis for an arbitrary number of possibly intersecting hierarchies.
NQL [10] is a query language on top of the NITE object model that can be
used to search both structural and timeline-based annotations in multi-modal
corpora. Heid et. al. [11] have shown that it is possible to encode the SALSA
corpus in the NITE object model and write linguistic queries like 7 in NQL, as
shown in example 8.
(7) Find words or syntactic categories which are the target of different
semantic frames or which have more than one role, each role belonging to a
different frame.
(8) ($f1 frame) ($f2 frame)
(exists $phrase syntax)
(exists $target word):
$f1 >"target" $target &&
$f2 >"target" $target &&
$f1 ^ $phrase &&
$f2 ^ $phrase &&
$f1 != $f2
Unfortunately, this work is only a proof of concept. The SALSA corpus is
not available in the converted object model and development on NXT search,
the principal implementation of NQL, has stopped several years ago.
3 Query Language Extensions
Our extension does not interfere with the original parts of the query language.
Especially, it does not introduce new matches—a syntax-only query on a cor-
pus with frame semantic annotation yields exactly the same results as if the
corpus consisted of only syntactic annotation as thus is completely backwards-
compatible.
FRAME
FEE FE 1 ... FE n
T/NT 1 ... T/NT n T/NT 1 ... T/NT n ...
Figure 1. Annotation structure of a frame instance
3.1 New Node Types
The annotation of frame instances forms a new, additional structural layer on
top of the existing syntax annotation, which remains unchanged. Each frame
instance forms a small tree on its own (cf. figure 1), with a fixed depth and
fixed node types on each level. The root is the frame instance itself, which has
one exactly target (or frame-evoking element, fee) and any number of roles (or
frame elements, fe). fee and fe nodes reference syntax nodes, which can be
terminals (t) or nonterminals (nt).
Until now, the syntactic types in TIGER were direct subtypes of the root type
frec. In our extension, they are modified to be derived from a new intermediate
type syntax. We introduce a new type semantics, which serves as the base
type of all new node types for frame semantics annotation. We introduce a new
type frame for frame instances and new types fe for roles and fee for targets.
The latter two types have a different feature set and a different interpretation
with regard to their containing frame instance, but both are members of frames
and reference syntactic material. This is the reason for the introduction of a new
intermediate type synsem (short for syntax-semantics connector), from which
we derive fe and fee.
3.2 New Node Features
Each new node type has several features which can be used in queries:
– frame
frame: the name of a frame.
– fe
role: the role name
– fee
lemma: the lemma of the target
To support users with visual cues when writing queries that combine syn-
tactic and semantic material and keep the extension backwards-compatible, we
extend the syntax of TIGER. Node descriptions with a type that is a subtype of
semantics must be surrounded by curly braces instead of square brackets. In
example 9, it is clear that the node description refers to a semantic node.
(9) {frame="Statement"}
Since there is no common behavior between both node types as far as node
relations are concerned, this requirement does not incur any restrictions. If a
user writes a query in which frame semantics nodes are referenced with square
brackets (or vice versa), the implementation can spot the mistake and fail with
a meaningful error message.
3.3 Basic Node Relations
To allow expression of queries on the structure of the new annotation elements
in TIGER/SALSA XML, we define several new basic relation constraints. The
information for the constraints can be read directly from the annotation. To
describe the structure of a frame annotation (cf. figure 1), we introduce two new
relation constraints:
Frame Members: frame > synsem
A synsem node is a member of a the frame node.
Syntactic Material: synsem > syntax
A syntax node is referenced by a synsem node, the connection layer be-
tween syntax and frame semantics.
3.4 Advanced Features
The advanced features of the extension support queries over:
– hierarchies of frames and roles
– underspecification relations between frames
– morphologically complex words
– semantic types of roles
4 Results
We have designed an extension of the TIGER query language that makes it pos-
sible to formulate linguistic queries on syntactic and frame semantic annotation,
like the one in example 4:
1. Find all instances of topic:
#r:{role="Topic"}
2. Find all instances of statement:
#f:{frame="Statement"}
3. Role is a member of frame:
#f > #r
4. Role is fully realized by a syntax node:
#r > #pp & arity(#r, 1)
Putting all these parts together with the original syntax query fragment from
example 6, we get the query in example 10:
Hotels und Gaststätten klagen über knauserige Gäste
NN KON NN VVFIN APPR ADJA NN
Speaker Topic
Statement
HDSB
CJ CD CJ
OP
AC NK NK
S
CNP PP
Figure 2. Annotation graph for the sentence from example 5, with result highlights
(10) {frame="Statement"} > #r &
#r:{role="Topic"} > #pp &
arity(#r, 1) &
#pp:[cat="PP"] >AC [word="u¨ber"]
Figure 2 shows the annotation graph of the sentence in example 5, which is
a result of query 10.
The extensions described in this paper have been implemented in our own
TIGER query engine [12]. A demo of this query engine is also available online.1
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